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Here E. and PO are the storage ring beam energy and momentum, respectively.
E1 -E.
It is particularly useful to define ?j 2 E , the fractional energy exchanged between the two electrons rE 1 = E&l), E2 = Eo(l-q)k In terms of ?j, * cos x = " ?) . 
Coll.cc;ting all these factors we write for the interaction rate with the condition (11) relating p*, pll and p21. This constraint can.be inserted explicitly by means of a S -function:
To avoid double-counting the electron pairs we restrict the integration over transverse momenta to p2i > plL:
where the first step follows from the symmetry of the integral under pl-L ++ p2L, and a factor of 2 has been included in the definition of F(pdc) in order to have sya F(p*)dp* = 1. The volume of the beam is defined by
where N is the total number of electrons in a bunch.
With (14) and (15) the interaction rate, p"t = pu,! /-l-q2 . If the distribution f(p,) of the radial momenta is Gaussian, 5< then F(p ) is also Gaussian, with a width smaller by $-:
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where dp* = bP*lcR
In SPEAR at 2.5 GeV the electrons have 6pL between 0.4 and 0.9
MeV, hence 6~" between 0.3 and 0.6 MeV. We can estimate from Fig. 2 Table I shows the statistical error on the difference (dW unpol -dW pol)dwunpol for data accumulated over a 1000 second interval.
From the numbers in Tending to offset these difficulties is the fact that the polarization b &iiclup time decreases as E 0 -5 (equation (3)).
An experiment similar to the one we have just described has been carried out at the AC0 (Orsay) storage ring. 8 A net decrease of 19% was observed in the scattering rate at t = T ACO' in agreement with the calculated value for AC0 of 22$.
In that experiment the counters were placed to accept events at 7 = .07. Fig. 4 
where o*(p*,q) = s p*iFT (do*/dTj') d^rl', the upper limit corresponds to J-l cos )( = 1 in eq. (9), and do*/d7)' is given by eq. ClO> 
The results for C, obtained by integrating 
where 9(x) is the error function. This is equation ( We consider the processes i) e+e-+ v+p-, ii) e+e + e+e and
iii) e-l-e--+ yy, for which the differential cross-sections with polarized e+e-beams are given by'
where 8 is the scattering angle, a is the angle between the production plane and the plane normal to the polarization vector (the azimuthal angle), lP,lJ lppl is the magnitude of polarization of electrons and positions, y=Eo,me with E -Ip , 0 the energy of each of the e , e-beams, P p e are the velocities of u+(p-) and e+(e-) and r. is the classical electron radius.
We observe in the above equations that there is azimuthal asymmetry in the angular distributions of the outgoing particles proportional to the beam polarizations. In all three processes, the asymmetry is maximal at 8 = 1r/2. The degree of asymmetry in the process e+e--( e+e-is smallest because the term which depends on polarization is reduced by a factor of l/9.
The differential cross-sections for these processes are shown in Figure 16 where the abscissa is total machine time. For a given total machine time, the error Aq2 >/C P2> does not vary much with tl, which means that the point in time at which data-taking starts is not critical. For 300 hours of total machine time, for example, a value of A< P 2 >/< P 2 > < 0.1 is possible in a realistic experiment.
There \ \ -=---.dp. 
